There exist several important empirical and theoretical issues in dealing with English wh-questions. Among these are syntactic connectivity between the wh-filler and its putative gap, so-called that-trace effect, and constraints in the formation of infinitival wh-questions. Many attempts have been made to account for these, but few succeeded in obtaining satisfactory support. This paper offers a lexicalist, constraint-based attempt and shows that it can answer these questions in a simpler and more straightforward way.
Introduction
In dealing with English wh-constructions, there are several empirical and theoretical issues that any proper theory needs to consider.
The first issue relates to movement operations. A well-observed constraint in English wh-question is that the wh-phrase (filler) and the missing phrase (gap) must have an identical syntactic category as a way of ensuring their connectivity as observed from the following contrast:
(1) a. Traditionally, there have been two different ways to link the filler wh-phrase with its missing gap. One traditional way of linking the two is to assume that the filler wh-phrase is moved to the sentence initial position from its allegedly original position. However, such an approach runs into an immediate problem with data like the following (Gazdar 1981 , Gazdar et. 1982 If we adopt a movement process for examples like (3a), there must be an operation that the two NP gaps are collapsed into one NP and become who. We cannot simply move one NP, because it will generate an ill-formed sentence like (3b). The second complication arises from the so-called that-trace effect (Chomsky 1981 , Haegeman 1984 , Johnson and Lappin 1999 : (4) The data show us that the subject can function as a gapped element when there does not exist the complementizer that. In other words, the extraction of the subject is sensitive to the presence or absence of the complementizer that whereas that of the object is not. The final issue this paper discusses has to do with the constraint in infinitival indirect questions (Chung 1997, Kim and Sells 2008) . In addition to the finite indirect questions, English allows infinitival indirect questions: Just like the finite indirect questions, these constructions also have bipartite structures: one wh-phrase and an infinitival clause with one missing element. Notice here the prohibition of having the VP's subject: As observed here, in infinitival indirect questions, the subject of the infinitival VP cannot appear. It has been a puzzle why only the infinitival wh-question have such a constraint.
Many attempts have been made to address such issues, but to our knowledge, a few succeed in receiving full support. In this paper, I tackle these issues with a rather traditional perspective within an HPSG and construction approach, incorporating the traditional idea such as that of Gazdar et al. (1985) and Sag et al. (2003) .
Movement vs. Non-movement
As we have seen earlier, there is a syntactic linkage between the wh-phrase filler and the presumed gap. The connectivity condition further holds for the agreement facts too: The observations indicate that the wh-filler behaves as if it is in the original position. There have been two competing views to link the filler wh-phrase with its missing gap. One traditional way is to link the two by a movement process, assuming that the filler wh-phrase is moved to the sentence-initial position by movement operations as represented in (9) (cf. Chomsky (1981) ): The wh-phrase who is originally in the object position of help and then moved to the specifier position of the intermediate phrase C . 1 The auxiliary verb will is also moved from the V position to the C. This kind of movement operation is quite appealing in capturing the connectivity between the filler and the gap. However, it immediately runs into problems, when considering coordination examples like the following: (10) In a movement approach, both of the (b) examples are derived from the (a) examples by moving the NPs to the sentence initial position. However, not every putatively 'derived' example has a well-formed source:
(13) a. *No theory can capture that some passives lack active counterparts.
b. That some passives lack active counterparts, no theory can capture 1 In transformational analyses, the movement of a wh-phrase is often referred to as A -movement in the sense that the wh-phrase is moved to an non-argument position, e.g., CP's specifier position. Meanwhile, passive constructions are referred to as involving Amovement, since the object is moved to the subject position. In addition, the movement of the auxiliary verb to C is called 'head-movement' in the sense that it is movement from a lexical head to another lexical head C. See Chomsky (1981 If we take the same rationale as for (12), the question is then why the putative source example is ungrammatical while a derived form is grammatical. The mismatch or inconsistency between the filler and the putative source casts doubt on the existence of movement operations. Instead of postulating movement as an operation, we can assume that there is no movement process at all, but posit a mechanism of communication through the tree, known as feature percolation, to generate such wh-questions (cf. Gazdar 1981 , Gazdar et al. 1982 , Pollard and Sag 1994 , Sag and Fodor 1994 , Kim and Sells 2008 . For example, the information that an NP is missing or gapped can be shared within the tree so that the gap and its filler have the same information:
The trace NP introduces the feature GAP value. 2 This missing information is percolated up to the point where it meets its filler who which matches with the GAP (denoted by the 1 ). There is thus no notion of movement here, but just a feature percolation up to the point where the missing gap meets its filler. One thing to note here is that the treatment of long distance dependency within the feature percolation system involves three parts: top, middle, and bottom (cf. Pollard and Sag 1994, Levine and Sag 2004) . The bottom part introduces the gap or empty element. The middle part ensures the gapped or slashed value is inherited 'up' to the mother. Finally, the top level terminates the slashed value. All that the grammar then needs to ensure is that these three parts are properly licensed. This kind of feature percolation system can account for the contrast given in (10a) and (10b) (cf. Gazdar 1981 and Gazdar et al. 1982) . Let us look at partial structures of these two examples: (17) In (17a), we have two NP GAP phrases whereas in (17b), we have an NP and a PP missing GAP. The mechanism of feature unification allows two nonconflicting phrases to be unified into one, and two S with the NP missing in (17a) are thus merged into one S with the NP missing. However, in (17b) we cannot unify the two different Ss since they have conflicting GAP values.
3 A Non-movement, Lexicalist Approach
Non-subject Wh-questions
To state the feature percolation system in a more formal way, we have introduced the feature attribute GAP for an empty phrase and passed this up to the point where the gap value is discharged by its filler. However, even within such an approach, an issue remains of positing an empty element. An empty element is an abstract entity introduced for a theoretical reason (for example, the GAP feature may 'start off' at the bottom of the tree in virtue of an invisible element t (trace) of the unrealized category NP. Though the introduction of an empty element with no phonological value might be reasonable, examples like the following raise issues that are not easily solved (Gazdar et al. 1985, Sag and Fodor 1994) : (18) On the assumption that empty elements are identical to canonical phrases except for the fact that they have no phonological values at all, nothing would block us from coordinating two empty phrases, leading to incorrect predictions. If we can avoid positing empty elements that we cannot see or hear, it would be better in theoretical as well as empirical terms (cf. Pullum 1991, Sag and Fodor 1994) . One way to do without an abstract element is to encode the missing information in the lexical head (Sag et al. 2003) . For example, the verb accept can be realized with different overt complements:
(19) a. The conference accepted his abstract.
b. What will they accept ?
In (19a), the verb accept is realized in canonical uses whereas the one in (19b) is not. That is, in (19a), the object of the verb is present as its sister, whereas in (19b) the object is in a nonlocal position. These two different realizations can be represented as lexical information:
In (20a), the two arguments of the verb accept in the ARG-ST are realized as the SUBJ and COMPS value respectively, whereas in (20b) the second argument is realized not as a COMPS value but as a GAP value. The realization of the ARG-ST elements as the syntactic elements SUBJ, COMPS, and GAP is licensed by the following constraint (Kim and Sells 2008) :
Argument Realization Constraint (ARC, to be revised):
The first element on the ARG-ST list is realized as SUBJ, the rest as COMPS or GAP in syntax.
The main role of this ARC is thus to initiate the 'bottom' of the long distance dependency from the lexical information. Each of these two different realizations will project the following structures for examples like (19a) and (19b), respectively: (22) a. S n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n
The conference
S[GAP ] h h h h h h h h h h h h h h
The main difference between the two is that in (22a), the object of accept is its sister whereas in (22b) it is not. That is, in the former the object is local to the verb whereas in the latter it is nonlocal. In (22b), the verb accept contains a GAP value which is identified with the object. This GAP value is passed up to the VP and then to the lower S. This grammar rule says that when a head expression S containing a nonempty GAP value combines with its filler value, the resulting phrase will form a grammatical head-filler phrase with the GAP value discharged. This completes the 'top' of the long-distance or unbounded dependency. This kind of feature percolation system, involving no empty elements, works well even for long-distance dependency examples. Consider the following structure:
The GAP value starts from the lexical head accepted whose second argument is realized as a GAP value. Since the complement of the verb accepted is realized as a GAP value, the verb accepted need not combine with its complement in the local domain (as its sister node). The GAP information on the verb will be passed up to the embedded S, which is a nonhead daughter. It is the principle in (25) The role of this principle is thus clear from the embedded S in (24): The principle allows the GAP in this nonhead S to pass up to the VP, controlling the 'middle' of the long distance dependency.
With this principle together, we can observe that the treatment of long distance dependency within the feature percolation system properly licenses the three parts: top, middle, and bottom. The bottom part introduces the GAP value according to the ARC. The middle part ensures the GAP value is inherited 'up' to the mother in accordance with the NIP. Finally, the top level terminates the GAP value by the filler in accordance with the Head-Filler Rule.
Notice that this feature-based analysis can also offer a way of dealing with the movement paradox examples we observed before:
(26) a. You can rely on his help/*that he will help you.
b. His help, you can rely on .
c. That he will help you, you can rely on .
The introduction of a GAP value is a lexical realization process in the present system. The data tell us that the preposition can combine with an NP, but not a CP. However, when its NP complement is realized as a GAP, this value can be linked either as an NP as in (26b) or as a CP as in (26c). As noted by Kim and Sag (2005) , nouns and complementizers can be subtypes of nominal in the sense that they can function as a nominal element:
(27) a. Cohen proved the independence of the continuum.
b. Cohen proved that the continuum hypothesis was independent.
Accepting this view, we can assume that the complement of the preposition on in such a usage can be realized either as an NP in (28a), or as a nominal GAP element as in (28b):
The two realizations mean that when the preposition on is serving as the part of a prepositional verb (prep-v-p) like rely on, its prepositional complement can be either realized as an NP or as a nominal GAP element. This has the consequence that if the argument of on is realized as a COMPS element, it must be an NP as in (27a). However, when its argument is realized as a GAP, the GAP value can either be an NP as in (27b) or a CP as in (27c). This is possible since the POS type nominal subsumes both comp and noun (cf. Kim and Sag 2005) . This lexical realization in (28c) will then project a structure like the following:
n n n n n n n n n n n n n n
That he will help you NP
The present system, allowing some flexibility in argument realization, can capture these movement paradox examples, and its applicability suggests that movement is not the best mechanism to account for apparent displacement in syntax.
Subject Wh-Questions and the That-trace Effect
As Stromswold (1995) , Hawkins (1999) , and others noted, subject wh-questions are easier in processing and learning than object wh-questions. There may be a variety of factors involved in causing this difference. Observe a simple pair:
(30) a. Who is helping Mary?
b. Who is Mary helping?
As noted here, unlike subject wh-questions, object wh-questions have the auxiliary inversion. Another difference may arise from the distance between the wh-filler and the possible gap within the assumption that both subject and object wh-questions have a gap: 4 (31) a. Who is helping Mary?
b. Who is Mary helping ?
Now issues arise with the treatment of subject wh-questions. We can either assume that the wh-phrase here remains in the subject position with no gap or posit that the phrase moves vacuously to the sentence initial position (cf. Chomsky 1981 , 1986 , Gazdar 1981 : (32) Regardless of the supposition of subject gaps, there seems to be no difference in the distance between the wh-filler and the putative gap. This means that the complexity of subject wh-questions is lower than that of object whquestions. This in turn means both gapped and gapless subject wh-question treatments are possible. Our approach takes a middle road. That is, even though the subject element can be gapped, there is no syntactic gap visible in the tree structure. This follows from our approach avoiding the postulation of any invisible syntactic element. With this in mind, we first accept the view that like complements, the subject can be realized as a GAP element in accordance with the revised ARC:
The first element on the ARG-ST list is realized as SUBJ or GAP, the rest as COMPS or GAP in syntax.
This revised ARC eventually guarantees that the values of the ARG-ST is the sum of that of SUBJ, COMPS, and GAP. Let us consider how the system works with the verb nominate. According to the revised ARC, the system then allows the subject of nominate to be realized as the GAP value:
This realization in which the subject is gapped then projects the following structure for (32a):
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As shown in the structure, the subject of nominated is realized as the GAP value, passing up to the mother node. This node looks like a VP, but in fact it is a projection of V with an empty SUBJ list, and hence is effectively a kind of S (by definition, S is a projection of V which has an empty SUBJ and COMPS list). This incomplete sentence 'S' with the subject missing then can combine with the filler who according to the Head-Filler Rule. Even though the incomplete 'S' with the subject gapped cannot function as an independent sentence as in *visited him, the incomplete 'S' can function as the complement of a verb like think as in sentences like the following: (36) The verb think can thus select either a finite S or a CP as in I think (that) she knows chorus. Examples like (36a) indicate that the verb think can also combine with an 'S' with the subject being gapped:
This kind of analysis can provide a way of explaining the so-called 'thattrace effect' we have seen before. Consider the relevant examples again:
(38) a. Who do you believe that Sara invited ?
b. Who do you believe invited Sara?
c. *Who do you believe that invited Sara?
Once again we can notice here that when the complementizer that is present, we cannot have the seemingly subject gap. The first simple observation we can make is that the complementizer that can combine with either an S which can be gapped, but not with an 'S' whose subject is gapped or whose GAP value is linked to the subject argument: 5 As in such an example, when an adverb intervenes between that and a subject position, the subject gap is possible (Culicover 1993 and Bouma et al. 2001) , whose structure is represented in the following:
under normal circumstances would have anything . . . This kind of example then means that the subject gap is not the sole factor in determining the grammaticality: we basically needs to allow the subject to be gapped. A simple filter like the one in (42) will not work either.
(42)
The that-trace filter (e.g., Chomsky and Lasnik 1977) that (except in a relative clause)
In our system, we attribute these idiosyncrasies to the lexical properties of the complementizer that, as represented in the following negative constraint:
This constraint means that that cannot combine with a head-comp-ph directly, disallowing the that-trace effect examples while accepting the adverb amelioration examples. This lexicalist, construction-based approach has one clear advantage over the filter (42): it captures the adverb amelioration examples.
Infinitival Indirect Questions
In addition to the finite indirect questions, English also has infinitival indirect questions: As noted earlier, infinitival questions also have bipartite structures: a whphrase and an infinitival clause missing one element (Chung 1997) .
Notice at this point the structure of the following two in which the subject is realized as a PRO or a pro: In (45a), the infinitival VP has an understood, unexpressed subject PRO whereas the imperative in (45b) the subject is an unexpressed one, though understood as the second person subject you. Traditionally, the unexpressed 
Consider the structure from the bottom up. The verb support selects two arguments whose second argument can be realized as a GAP:
The verb will then form a VP with the infinitival marker to. Since this VP's subject is PRO, the VP can be projected into an S with the accusative NP GAP value in accordance with the Head-Only Rule in (46). The 'S' then forms a well-formed head-filler phrase with the filler which politician. The QUE value on the phrase ensures the whole infinitival clause to function as an indirect question which can be combined with the verb knows.
One constraint in the infinitival wh-questions as we have observed earlier is that the subject of the infinitival part cannot be overtly realized: The data indicate that in infinitival indirect questions, the subject of the infinitival VP cannot appear. If we look at the structure, we can easily see why this is not a legitimate structure: 7 (51) VP n n n n n n n n n n n n n V *S QUE + n n n n n n n n n n n n n knows 1 NP[QUE + ] w w w w w w w w w wCP GAP 1 NP n n n n n n n n n n n n n which politician C S GAP 1 NPw w w w w w w w w w for Karen to vote for
The structure indicates that the Head-Filler Rule licenses the combination of an S with its filler, not a CP with its filler.
Conclusion
In the paper, we have first observed some main issues in the analysis English wh-questions. There have been many attempts to capture the mismatch between the wh-filler and its putative gap, the that-trace effect. However, few have been really successful in addressing the answers. This paper has tried to answer these questions from a nontransformational view. It relies on the flexibility of argument realizations: how arguments are realized in syntax. We have assumed that all arguments including the subject can be realized as a gap element as long as all the other conditions are met. However, this gap element is invisible in syntactic treeit is visible only as a GAP feature starting as lexical information and then passing up to the point where it is discharged by the relevant grammar rules. This system classifies sentences into at least two subtypes: S and 'S' at least. The canonical sentences are differentiated from 'S' in that the latter one has the subject is gapped and cannot directly combine with the complementizer that.
